(Attempt at) Efficient Counter Racism
Problem/Purpose
I have observed non-white people (VOR) avoid seriously thinking and talking about racism. I produced
an article, which can be found at racismyit.blogspot.com titled RAD isn’t cool, about this observation.
RAD is short for Racism Avoidance Disorder.
This experiment should reveal that the individuals, who comprise the effective numbers of VOR
needed to RWSWJ (Replace White Supremacy With Justice) and currently do not intentionally
respond in a counter-racist manner, will most likely not, repeatedly, intentionally, respond in a
counter-racist manner without an increase in counter-racist signal (CRS) exposure. These same
individuals are not likely to receive an increase in CRS exposure without adding AMP(lification)
{AMP = “Loudness” to VOR+ Consistency (24/7)} to their CRS.
Additionally, the experiment should also reveal that, most likely, the effective numbers needed to
RWSWJ are either having sex with White people or are willing to have sex with White people.
Counter-Racist Signal = Clarity {Truth (that which is) transferred clearly} + Focus.
Strong CRS = Clarity + Focus + AMP {“Loudness” to VOR+ Consistency (24/7)}. *Loudness and Consistency are further
explained in the Conclusion of this experiment.

Hypothesis
It can be determined if a Strong CRS (Counter Racist Signal) is needed to deconfuse one enough to
begin to align one’s own thoughts correctly, without further prompts, in order to intentionally
respond in a counter-racist manner primarily to RWSWJ.
The amount of S/ME (Spiritual/Mental Energy) {if needed, see “SME Explanation” document} one has
available for use at any given time can determine if a Strong CRS is needed to deconfuse one enough
to begin to align one’s own thoughts correctly, without further prompts, in order to intentionally
respond in a counter-racist manner primarily to RWSWJ.
Strong signal may be able to deconfuse effective numbers (possibly all) of VOR, regardless of their current amount of
Spiritual/Mental Energy.
(Truth + Focus + Loudness to VOR (Receptiveness) + Consistency) = Strong CRS → ↑S/ME → ↑Level Of Aspiration → ↓Numbers of
Confused VOR → ↑Effective Numbers

< Normal S/ME = Due to present amount of S/ME available for use, goals (level of aspiration) are attainable under WS.
Uninterested in Counter-Racism and/or the production of Justice. Current amount of exposure to CRS is NOT significant
enough to deconfuse to Normal. Not likely to intentionally respond in a counter-racist manner without a significant increase
in exposure to CRS. Not likely to receive an increase in CRS exposure without increase in AMP.

Procedure/Experiment
Racism Avoidance Disorder Assessment
The Conductor should ask the Participant VOR “Before” and “After” questions verbally, if possible.
The “Sex Question” can be handed to the Participant on a sheet of paper, if preferred. The “Sex
Question” being on a sheet of paper just makes it easier for the Participant to see the numbered
options. If needed, see “Why is sex between WP and NWP incorrect behavior” document.
The procedure is as follows: 1) Ask “Before” questions and then record responses, 2) Conductor
should hand Participant sheet with “Sex Question” {if needed, see “RAD and SME Sex Question”
document}, instruct Participant to choose the (one and only) number that best fits them, then record
response, 3) Ask “After” questions and then record responses.

1) Before:
What do you want more than anything else? Should you want anything more?
Expected Response = Results may vary but the stated wants will be accomplishable while still
remaining subject to white supremacy.

Do you believe in the existence of a system (repetition) of behavior which results in White people
collectively functioning at the top in relation to non-white people collectively at the bottom?
ER = Yes; but “what is a system”?

What wants, if any, would you make reality that you believe the average White person [I specifically
ask about the average White person because the White group/race makes the major decisions that
most effect non-White people], would not want made reality?
ER = No wants.

What are you on this planet for? What should you be on this planet for?
ER = Results will vary.

2) Sex Question: See “RAD and SME Sex Question” document.
ER = #2; “I’ll have sex with anyone of the other gender as long as they suit me (my attraction).”

3) After:
What media (books, films, music, etc.), if any, do you access for information about racism?
ER = None.

Are television shows/films ultimately most just entertainment OR mostly communicates messages?
ER = Mostly just entertainment.

Conclusion
The truth revealed by conducting this experiment should assist a VOR (the Conductor) to refine the
process used to deconfuse effective numbers of VOR, in order to be able to RWSWJ.
Also, this experiment should give a VOR focus as to what approach should be used towards
deconfusing an individual VOR. For instance, deconfusing a VOR w/ RAD will require a Strong CRS
whereas a VOR w/o RAD should be effective even if ignored, given the current potency of the CRS.
The efficiency comes from understanding 1) that effective numbers of VOR who are repeatedly
intentionally attempting to counter racism (White Supremacy) have not been reached; 2) HOW a VOR
will need to be deconfused; 3) and that any behavior modification should contain a fundamental
component that is critically catered towards the purpose of deconfusing the most confused VOR, to
be able to RWSWJ as soon as possible.
The goal of the experiment is to reveal the logic of how time/energy available to counter racism
should be used.

Some thoughts for further consideration and suggestions based upon the
conclusions:
Question: How to implant the desire for Justice into the mind of the uninterested?

The less rigid in demeanor, in most behaviors, and without compromise to position, then the more
effective the CRS. Focus is important for receptiveness. Be informed as to the Focus of the listener, to
be able to closely relate, for transferring message. The listener is getting the WS (White Supremacy)
signal 24/7. The goal is to interrupt the WS signal long enough for the listener to began to voluntarily
interrupt the WS signal all on their own.

Clarity, Focus, and AMP are accomplished through self-improvement.

Loudness has to do with how receptive your listener is to what you are attempting to transfer
(communicate). Since listeners will vary, Loudness will need to be highly adaptive - flexible - in order
to be most effective.

Consistency is simply describing time – 24 hours a day/7 days a week.

The System of WS broadcasts a 24/7 signal (Question: What methods are
used to tap the minds of non-white people) which encourages the
planet’s people to help maintain current conditions (System of White
Supremacy). As a result, the smartest most powerful White people
occupy the mind of non-white people.

The effect is that too many non-white people focus no further than getting the attention of other
non-white people and/or thinking no further than existing under the SOWS. This phenomenon can
be observed by finding out what black people do with their time when they are not doing what they
must/have/required to do. Black people are not aware that their minds are on automatic.

Question: How does one go about gaining back their mind as much as
possible?
Turn off the TV. Read. Homeschool. Think about doing something of
constructive value that you are currently not allowed to do or do not
have access to do, and how to do it. Avoid attempting to impress other
black people. Avoid attempting to get the attention of other black
people without having a constructive plan as to what you are going to do once you have the attention
of black people.
Some people, at some time in their life, may pause and think about how this planet’s people function
in the manner in which they do, and even fewer may think further about the effect that has on what
they want most out of life. Not enough non-white people pause and focus on these questions long
enough to be able to secure a “clearer space” (dampened WS signal) inside their mind to think with
for the purpose of having a Greater Goal (RWSWJ) in order to be able to aspire beyond current
conditions (System of White Supremacy). If a non-white person is unable to think about the
elimination of WS then the non white person’s goals (Level of Aspiration) fail to go beyond being
subject to WS.
Most non-white people are small (little amount of) time/inside the box (little to no interest thinking
thoughts beyond the existence of the System of WS) thinkers in comparison to White people. Attempt
to combat this by asking questions. Some questions to ask are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

What do you really want more than anything? Should you want anything more?
Why do you want (it) that for?
What do you think the constructive result will be?
What are you on this planet for? What should you be on this planet for?

